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Featuring more than 70 companies from the worlds of geospatial, location intelligence,remote sensing
digital construction and UAV based solutions:

Book your complimentary admission pass at

Advancing sustainable & resilient geospatial solutions for an interconnected world

Level 1, Hall B, Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Singapore

in conjunction with

Delivering Solutions to 
the Built Environment

Delivering solutions for an expanding
Asian UAV ecosystem

co-located with
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EVENTS AT A GLANCE

50+
Leading Speakers & Thought Leaders

12 +

+2500
Visitors from 20 countries

70+

Industry Leading Panel Led Sessions

Market Leading Exhibitors & 50 Tech Talks Sessions

Last few remaining passes available for the Mainstage Conference programme. Download the latest programme at   

www.geoconnectasia.com

w w w.GeoConnec tAsia .com/Register

Tuesday,14th March - GEO-ENABLED Effective Land Administration An International Seminar
Supported By EG-LAM, FIG AND UN-GGIM-AP

Day 1: Wednesday 15   March Day 2: Thursday 16   March

Tech Talk @ Exhibition

Exhibition Starts at 09:00 am - 6:00 pm

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Tech Talk @ Exhibition

9:00 am - 5:30 pm

Main Conference
9:30 am - 5:00 pm

Expert Stage
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Advancing Subsurface Utility Mapping

for Construction and Asset Management

Main Conference
9:30 am - 5:00 pm

UAV Innovation Theatre
10:00 am - 4:30 pm

UAV Innovation Theatre
10:00 am - 4:30 pm

Expert Stage
10:30 am - 1:00 pm

A Unlocking the potential of digitalisation

for a sustainable AEC Industry



THE BEST PICKS AT THE GEO MARKET PLACE

What’s on show at Geo Connect Asia 2023

Impulse Radar Stand No: E10

International & regional advanced technologies to be represented
100+

Ground Penetrating Radar Utility Locator

PinPointR

The PinPointR has been developed to maximize in-�eld productivity by
utilizing ImpulseRadar’s innovative real-time sampling (RTS) dual-channel antenna technology, which provides incredible
bandwidth, speed, and resolution, all controlled via an intuitive Android-driven user interface.

Dabeeo’s INTELLIGENCE technology is optimized for the areas that require in-depth spatial analysis and data extraction. With
the help of Dabeeo’s AI and image deep learning technologies, gain the business insights you need. For our showcase, we’d
love to introduce how we can make the insight through reading and interpreting the data from the forest.

Dabeeo’s INTELLIGENCE technology

Dabeeo Stand No: F11
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The Trimble X12 scanning system unites the best of both worlds with industry-leading hardware and Trimble’s powerful,
ultra-e�cient Trimble Perspective software for guaranteed peak performance. With unparalleled ease of use and increased
e�ciency, the Trimble X12 makes exceptional point cloud quality and imagery more accessible than ever through its superior
speed, accuracy, range, and quality.

Trimble X12

Trimble Stand No: E01

Greehill Stand No: F10

3D Digital Twin Technology
The Greehill 3D Digital Twin Technology enables urban foresters and city planners to shift from analog to digital data
collection for active management of urban forests. Employing a powerful combination of remote sensing and machine
learning, Greehill�automatically creates a detailed digital twin�of each tree and extracts relevant insights to make cities safer
and more resilient to climate change.

Platinum Sponsor



ST Engineering Geo Insights Stand No: E24

High Re-visit and High-Resolution Satellite Constellation:
World’s �rst commercial constellation operating in Near Equatorial orbit capable of producing 50 centimetres resolution
multispectral satellite imagery and quad-polarization Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery up to 1 metre resolution.

Maritime Domain Awareness:
KnOcean platform monitors suspicious vessel activities in near real time – Dark vessels, vessels broadcasting inconsistent AIS
information, vessels anchored alongside and loitering vessels.

NPK Health Monitoring:
Geo-Insights' NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium) Health Monitoring solution enables targeted and optimised crop
fertilisation regime – increasing yield, reducing over fertilisation and GHG emissions.

World’s first commercial constellation

Reality Capture Mobile Mapping System - Arti�cial intelligence, autonomous work�ows, and intuitive interfaces - The Pegasus
TRK solution enables long-range mobile mapping for applications in asset management; road construction; rail and critical
infrastructure; oil, gas and electricity industries and more. The system is also ideal for creating high-de�nition base maps for
autonomous vehicles.

Leica Pegasus TRK

Leica Geosystems Technologies Stand No: H01

Meet the ZEB Horizon – The ultimate mobile mapping solution. The ZEB Horizon is a handheld LiDAR scanner, suitable for
drone mapping applications as well as indoor use. Lightweight and rugged, simple to use, fast to capture and easy to process
giving you the most accurate information you need to make the most important decisions. The ZEB Horizon is a complete 3D
scanning solution for high quality and professional results. Use handheld or pair with one of our many mounting options.
Take your ZEB to the skies by mounting to a UAV or reach those di�cult places with the cradle or pole. The ZEB Horizon is also
available with real-time (RT) processing enabling you to see where you have scanned as you walk for peace of mind. Capture
RGB colourised data and 360° panoramic images in minutes with the ZEB Vision accessory

The ZEB Horizon

GeoSLAM Stand No: D10

Vexcel Imaging Stand No: D14

The UltraCam Osprey 4.1 sets a new standard in urban mapping and smart city modeling delivering high quality point clouds,
DSMs, DTMs, orthophotos and LOD 2 building models. The highly versatile large-format aerial camera collects phot
grammetric-grade nadir imagery (PAN, RGB and NIR) and oblique images (RGB) simultaneously at best �ight collection
e�ciency. Customers can �y faster, cover more area and gain imagery at industry-leading detail resolution, clarity and dynamic
range for the most accurate digital representation of the world.
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Handheld Europe Stand No: B22

Handheld is a manufacturer and global supplier of rugged mobile computers for tough work environments. Our rugged tablets
and handhelds are IP65 or IP67 rated and meet stringent MIL-STD-810 military standards for withstanding water, dust, drops, 
vibration and extreme temperatures; You can concentrate on getting your job done instead of worrying about your hardware.

Handheld’s rugged computers with u-blox multi-band GNSS high precision receivers uses RTK network corrections to deliver
precise, continually available, satellite-corrected, position and time information for accurate positioning. Whenever you need
centimeter accuracy and full mobility, Handheld has got you covered – at a very competitive price.

Honeycomb

Omnidots Stand No: B05

An intuitive remote monitoring platform: Honeycomb
with easy-to-use IoT sensors: the SWARM - efficient, accurate, and easy-to-install vibration monitor and the DUST -
air quality sensor for particulate matter monitoring and dust emission simulation.



SATEL Stand No: C06

The SATEL MCCU-20
MCCU-20, The SATEL MCCU-20 is a unique dual-technology RTK transceiver for receiving the GNSS RTK correction data to a
moving vehicle with UHF radio based RTK or NTRIP over LTE. The RTK correction data is forwarded over RS-232 serial
communication to machine control system
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RIEGL VZ-600i Terrestrial 3D Laser Scanner RIEGL’s new VZ-600i provides extreme versatility (various applications,
internal cameras and GNSS receiver, lightweight 6kg), high productivity (60 scan positions/hour with image acquisition),
ultimate performance (0.5m up to 1000m range, 5 sec scan time for low resolution overview scans, 30 sec scan time for
6mm  esolution @ 10m distance), and additional mobility (prepared for robotic operation).

RIEGL VZ-600i Terrestrial 3D Laser Scanner

Riegl Stand No: G15

HSC Pipeline Engineering Stand No: H11

HSC is constantly integrating new technologies into our service o�erings, with recent highlights including:

1. The deployment of Mach9 CUBEs – units comprising regular, thermal, and lidar cameras attached to a vehicle’s roof – for
comprehensive 360 3D scanning of entire neighbourhoods 
2. Using Singapore’s Peta-scale Supercomputers to process and analyse HSC’s ground penetrating radar scans
3. The combining of underground and above ground digital twins to make a uni�ed information model of  Singapore’s
subsurface infrastructure

Mach9 CUBEs

TOPCON SINGAPORE POSITIONING PTE LTD Stand No: B01

A combination of fantasy! Powered with Topcon’s latest generation, best-in-class Laser Scanner with ClearEdge3D’s
(a Topcon company) unique software solutions. We bring new technologies into your work�ows that are easy-to-use, and
simply make your �eld and back-o�ce teams more e�cient. From Scan-To-BIM, Construction Veri�cation, Floor Flatness &
Levelness and Scan-To-Plan we optimize your DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION WORKFLOWS.

GTL with CE3D

Silver Sponsor

YJP Surveyors Stand No: G05

Teledyne FLIR Ladybug6 is the leading high-resolution camera designed to capture 360-degree spherical images from moving
platforms in all-weather conditions. Its industrial grade design and outof-the-box factory calibration produces 72 Megapixel
images with pixel values that are spatially accurate within +/- 2 mm at 10-meter distance, and robust IP67-rated connectors.
Ladybug6 are engineered for applications such as HD mapping, roadside inspection, panoramic street image production,
road surveying, among several others.

Teledyne FLIR Ladybug6

Voltrium Stand No: G21

With almost 30 years of experience in all types of survey projects, you can be assured that YJP Surveyors will meet all your
needs. This is what makes us unique – the ability to map both land and sea. 



xD Visuals Oy SaaS product, xD Twin, is a digital twin for built environment. It combines all necessary information, like City
Models, BIM, GIS, and Survey, with tools to improve project collaboration, communication, and coordination. It is visual, easy
to use, fast, and works on any smart device. It allows you to increase understanding, acceptance, trust, situational awareness,
sustainability, productivity, and quality of your projects.

XD Twin

Digital Twin Experts Stand No: E25
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Matterport’s newest 3D camera, the Pro 3, scans properties faster than earlier versions so you can accelerate project
completion. Together with our advanced cloud processing platform, Pro3 provides the highest accuracy scans of both indoor
and outdoor spaces, delivering digital twins that are more accurate, detailed, and true to life than ever before. Share models
online using a Matterport subscription to improve e�ciency and collaboration.

The Pro 3

Matterport Stand No: F01

What’s on show at Digital Construction Asia 2023

The Trimble X12 scanning system unites the best of both worlds with industry-leading hardware and Trimble’s powerful,
ultra-e�cient Trimble Perspective software for guaranteed peak performance. With unparalleled ease of use and increased
e�ciency, the Trimble X12 makes exceptional point cloud quality and imagery more accessible than ever through its superior
speed, accuracy, range, and quality.

Trimble X12

Trimble Stand No: E01 Platinum Sponsor

Mogul Stand No: G25

MOGUL’s DataSuite is a one stop search solution designed for home buyers, sellers and property agents. Powered by
geospatial data, our DataSuite aggregates past property transactions to provide hyperlocal search results and insights for
users. Using various interactive search parameters and creative data visualisation, our DataSuite is accessible, user-focused
and most importantly: totally free.

MOGUL DataSuite

Access our Digital Event Platform to schedule your meeting now!

Scan here

A business platform designed for GEO Connect Asia 2023 attendees

www.GeoConnectAsia.com/Register
REGISTER TO ATTEND GEO CONNECT ASIA 2023



Visit www.DronesAsia.com to view the UAV Innovation Theatre Programme. Register to get your complimentary Visitor Pass.
What’s on show at Drones Asia 2023

'WingtraOne Gen II: Mapping drone for fast and accurate photogrammetry data every time. Compatible with both multispectral and high
resolution Sony RGB cameras, the WingtraOne GEN II’s unique set of features empowers you to minimize your time �ying and get more
work done, be it another project in the �eld or analyzing your data at the o�ce.

WingtraOne Gen II

Invest Selangor Berhad has been a beacon for investors from all across the world who wish to invest, and prosper in Selangor, Malaysia.
For over 21 years, Invest Selangor Berhad is a one-stop agency that provides information, advisory services, as well as start-up or expansion
assistance to potential and existing investors.
As facilitators we connect potential investors with various businesses, strategic collaboration, foreign embassies and business chambers in
Malaysia and worldwide. Our ecosystem provides a friendly environment to maximise investments in the state.

-

Flying a light-weight drone-mounted LiDAR system that can easily penetrate canopy for e�cient 3D mapping enabled Arnaud to land his
�rst big job in April, doing a 1,100 hectare survey for a palm oil company. As he points out, “We needed a system that could penetrate the
canopy, portable and easy to use to limit the time on the ground and not be cumbersome. Because Indonesia is composed of multiple
islands, we are regularly required to take a plane, so the equipment must be compact and respect the recommendations of the airline 
companies. Finally, we needed a versatile system, able to meet all kinds of demands, even the most demanding as in the �eld of civil
engineering.”

YellowScan Vx-15

Fly�re Tech (Eg: B2B or B2C):
Fly�re tech Parachute technologies are equipped with 3 safety functions - Industrial memory (black box)，High precision barometer
(GoerTek), Omnidirectional attitude senso （TDK）- to help minimize damage and unnecessary costs.

Flyfire Tech

AECA Solutions is fore fronting the geospatial LiDAR services from large aerial mapping to indoor mapping. With the distribution and its
own usage of superior survey-grade equipment; Trinity F90+ and multi-platform Scan�y LiDAR systems, clients are guaranteed with
actionable data at a fraction of time. Whether it is for topography work, infrastructure, mobile mapping, or agriculture, AECA has the
solutions for you.

Scanfly LiDAR systems

Wingtra Stand No: C14

Invest Selangor Stand No: C01

Yellowscan Stand No: F15

Wong Fong Academy Stand No: G01

AECA Solutions Stand No:D22

Certus Evo is an AI-based MEMS GNSS-aided INS that provides extremely accurate position, velocity, acceleration, and orientation under
the most demanding conditions. It o�ers FOG-like performance combined with the reliability and a�ordability of MEMS sensors. It features
low SWaP-C (Size, Weight, Power, and Cost), internal data logging, and multiple communication interfaces for easy integration. Certus Evo
is available in both OEM and rugged packages and comes standard with license-free 1 cm RTK position accuracy. Certus Evo is compatible
with our post-processing kinematic (PPK) software Kinematica

Certus Evo

Advanced Navigation Stand No: E23
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Delivering the right connectivity to unlock the potential of UAVs.A global, reliable and totally scalable Command
and Control (C2) satcom service. Inmarsat Velaris enables everything from simple tracking and identi�cation for small UAVs to full aero
safety services for those operating in controlled airspace, and miniaturised satcom terminal weighing just 300g. Inmarsat partners with
Heron Technologies in its pursuit of ‘Turning Crowded Skies into Blue Skies’

Inmarsat Velaris

INMARSAT Stand No: D01 Gold Sponsor



Throughout the infrastructure asset life cycle, professionals in the construction and asset management domain depend on reliable and accurate data on
subsurface utilities to make effective decisions, reduce risk, deliver projects on time and budget, and operate critical infrastructure with minimal disruptions.
Such information is often not available in advance or of unknown or poor quality, resulting in extensive efforts to capture these data. And despite these efforts,
captured data is often not kept or shared for future use.

Leaders within the utility mapping space have taken up the challenge to improve on these practices, capture better data, and consolidate them for future use.
At the DUConnect expert stage at Geo Connect Asia 2023, we invite regulators, asset owners, practitioners, and technology providers to share their success
stories, best practices, and advancements towards obtaining the most reliable and complete picture of the “as-is” of underground utilities to support their
projects and business.

Through a mix of keynote speeches and panel discussions, we will dive into topics such as the establishment of uniform practices of Subsurface Utility
Mapping and Engineering, technological advancements in non-destructive mapping and data visualisation, and efforts towards the sustained improvement
and reconciliation of legacy data quality.

EXPERT STAGE
DIGITAL UNDERGROUND ( DUES )
Advancing Subsurface Utility Mapping for Construction and Asset Management

Our Hosts & Speakers

Speakers

Wednesday, 15th March 2023 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Datuk Sr Bernard Liew
Director of Lands and Surveys Sabah

Sabah Lands and Survey
Department

Ms Chong Yoke Sim
Principal Director,

Business Development
Accenture

Mr Kojima Masashi
Innovation Lead Asia Digita

LabObayashi Corp

EXPERT STAGE
DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION ( DCES )
Unlocking the potential of digitalisation for a sustainable AEC Industry

Thursday, 16th March 2023 10:30 PM - 1:00 PM

Delivering credible sustainable outcomes requires measurement and analytics as part of a top level data driven strategy.

In the construction industry where the drive to digitalisation is still at an early stage a geodata and open sourced approach can assist in building a strategy to
measure and monitor sustainability.

This 2 1/2 hour session will look to answer the following questions:

   What does sustainability for the construction industry actually mean and who benefits from its improvements?
   what are the key metrics to be tracked in an organisation or on projects to improve sustainability?
   Where can openstandards and geodata play a role in improving an understanding of the bigger picture?
   What are the policies and processes that need to be put in place to measure sustainability and what resources need to be allocated?
   How can data be collected and how can any historical data be incorporated into a living model?
   What is the scalability of a sustainability-based approach from the most localised to the largest project?

Scan to register your attendance

Mr Sam Wiffen
CEO and Founder

Reveal

Dr Jan Francke 
CEO and Founder

Geolitix
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Ir Dr Wallace Lai
Associate Professor

The Hong Kong Polytechnic

Mr Rob van Son
Co-Founder

Digital Underground Connect

Mr Jugal Makwana 
Global Director - BIM / Digital Engineering

Royal HaskoningDHV

Dr Yasuhiro Yokota
Senior Researcher
Kajima Corporation

Mr Yoshito Tsuji 
Chief Innovation Officer - Asia Digital Lab

Obayashi APRHQ

Mr Deric Tay
Sales and Partner Director, APAC

Trimble Inc
Co-Founder
ConcreteAI

Mr Wong Wei Loong
Director, Building Projects

JTC

Ms Chang Qing Yang

Dr Victor Khoo 
Director, Survey & Geomatics

Division Singapore Land
Authority

Scan to register your attendance


